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August 26th, Wednesday, 7:00 p.m. Club Meeting, Virtual Meeting
August 29th, Saturday, 8:00 a.m.* Club Dive, Coral Street, Pacific Grove
September 11th, Friday, 6:00 p.m.* After-Work Dive, Otter Cove, Pacific Grove
September 19th, Saturday, 8:00* a.m. Clean-Up Dive, San Carlos Beach, Monterey
September 26th, Members Appreciation Dive and Picnic, Lovers Cove, Pacific Grove
October 28th, Wednesday, 7:00 p.m. Member’s Photo and Video Night, Virtual Meeting
RED indicates change from original calendar
* All times are for mandatory check-in – divers must be geared up for the briefing 30
minutes later.

Please RSVP for dives to dive coordinator or on MBSO Facebook page!!

Treasurer’s Two Cents
We had no new members or renewing members over the past month.
We are still looking for new home now that Crazy Horse Restaurant has closed its doors.
While this month’s meeting will also be virtual, we’re hoping to meet in person by late summer,
if conditions allow. Please forwards any suggestions you have to any board member!

Walan Chang, Treasurer

The Otter Limits
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Minute to Minute
A MBSO Board meeting was held on August 18, 2020. In attendance were President – Mark
Holman, Vice President – Tom Hubbard, Treasurer – Walan Chang, Safety Officer – Randy
Phares, Secretary – Kris Paulsen, Dive Coordinator – Corey Penrose, Newsletter Editor –
Matt Denecour.
The Metridium dive August 12th did not take place due to communication issues. Randy and
Tom looked for members that RSVPed but were not able to locate them. One diver showed up
but was at a different location. We ask that all members that RSVP and then change their mind
please notify the officers by email to avoid waiting for no-shows. In turn, we will clarify meeting
points.
Join us August 29th for a club dive at Coral Street – look for details in the newsletter, on
Facebook, or on our website. MBSO supports the effort to protect our community and will
follow all guidelines regarding dive and club activities.
The monthly club meeting scheduled for August 26th will take place online at 7 PM. Feature
speaker Amos Nachoum, published National Geographic photographer from Pacific Grove, will
share his work and adventures while talking about Authentic and Dynamic story telling from
Antarctica to the North Pole. A link to attend the meeting will be sent to members before the
event.
Our meeting location at the Crazy Horse Restaurant is no longer open for business, so we are
looking for a new location. Details about the time and location of future meetings are yet to be
determined. Future MBSO Board meetings may be moving to the third Thursday at 7:00 PM
using Zoom. Stay tuned for updates!

Join Zoom Meeting
Password 112981
:
Phone
US: +13462487799,,92002608477# or +16699006833,,92002608477#
one-tap:
Meeting
URL:
Meeting

https://guidewire.zoom.us/j/92002608477?pwd=OWc3amxBeStTZTJRSVdVUG85OGZXdz09&from=m
sft
920 0260 8477

Kris Paulsen, Secretary

October Meeting – Members Phot/Video Night
Start thinking about your 5 minute video or photo presentation!! We will do it all virtually…
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What Eats the Crown-of-Thorns Starfish? The Evidence Is in the Poop
The sea creatures are the second-biggest threat to the Great Barrier Reef after tropical
cyclones.

Crown-of-thorns starfish are coraleating creatures that can have
more than a dozen legs and grow
to 30 inches across. When their
numbers get out of control, coral
reefs suffer massive losses; in
one year, a single starfish can eat
20 to 32 feet of coral.
Compounding on that damage,
the crown-of-thorns starfish is the
world’s most fertile invertebrate,
with large females laying more
than 200 million eggs in a season.
Dr. Frederieke Kroon looking at a crown-of-thorns starfish on the Great Barrier Reef.
(Photo by D. Westcott / CSIRO)
But scientists have noticed that while some reefs face periodic plagues of the crown-of-thorns
starfish, in other areas, the coral killer’s population is naturally kept in-check. Starfish predators
seemed likely. A team of researchers led by Australian Institute of Marine Science biologist
Frederieke Kroon set out to identify which fish have thorny stars on the menu, Jake Beuhler
writes for Science News.
Rather than try to catch mealtime in action, the team targeted food’s inevitable result: poop.
The team identified 30 fish from 18 species that had chowed down on a crown-of-thorns
starfish in recent days, according to their paper published on May 18 in the journal Scientific
Reports.
“Just the fact that we found DNA of crown-of-thorns in fish poo to begin with was surprising to
me!” Kroon tells Science News. “I thought we were looking for a needle in a haystack.”
The only well-known predator of adult crown-of-thorns starfish was the Pacific triton, a giant
sea snail that hunts by injecting venom. Dozens of coral fish had been identified as predators
of the starfishes’ sperm, very young starfish, or were observed dining on dead or almost-dead
adults, according to the paper. But it’s the living adults that inflict the damage—per Allison
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Hirschlag of the Washington Post, 30 crown-ofthorns starfish on two-and-a-half acres can kill
the coral on an entire reef.
Crown of thorns starfish cover a coral
outcrop of the Great Barreir Reef. (Photo by F.
Kroon / AIMS)

The new study sheds light on new possibilities in
crown-of-thorns starfish management. So far,
experts have tried to cull wild populations by
injecting them with vinegar or bile salts, or by
removing and destroying the starfish one at a
time. In 2015, crews killed 350,000 starfish, but
somewhere between 4 to 12 million in total live
in the Great Barrier Reef, per the Washington
Post. In 2018, the researchers deployed starfishkilling robots to manage the Great Barrier Reef’s
starfish population.
To investigate whether wild fish are naturally
managing the starfish population, Kroon’s team
gathered hundreds of fish in nets over the course of 2018 and 2019, rinsed them off to remove
any DNA floating in the ocean water, and kept them in tanks overnight. Then, the team
gathered the fish poop left behind in the tank and used a new genetic analysis technology to
scan for DNA evidence of the crown-of-thorns starfish. Some of the poo samples even
contained crushed up starfish spines. The team also dissected fish killed by spearfishing, per
Science News.
The researchers identified 18 species of fish with starfish DNA in their guts or poop, including
nine that hadn’t been linked to crown-of-thorns starfish predation before. But marine ecologist
Kristen Dahl of the University of Florida in Gainesville, who wasn’t involved in the recent study,
tells Science News that she expected the team to find more species. But it’s possible that
younger starfish DNA falls apart more quickly after being eaten, so the technique that Kroon’s
team used couldn’t sense it.
Many of the fish species found by Kroon’s team are targeted by human fishing.
"Our findings might also solve a mystery—why reef areas that are closed to commercial and
recreational fishing tend to have fewer starfish than areas where fishing is allowed," Kroon
says in a statement. When human activity removes the starfish’s natural predators, their
population can boom.
Source: Theresa Machemer , smithsonianmag.com June 10, 2020

Matt Denecour, Newsletter Editor
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August Meeting
In Harmony in the company of Ocean Giants
Authentic and dynamic visual story telling from the High Arctic to Antarctica
Amos Nachoum is a master of photographing
animals worldwide. He free dives with blue
whales off the Eastern Pacific, scuba dives in
the Okavango delta with crocodiles and goes
face to face with the great white shark. One of
only five people ever to swim and photograph
Polar bear underwater…More people were on
the moon …12.

Since 1980, he has explored every significant
body of water from the North Pole to Antarctica.
Amos’s photographic vision is to raise
awareness of ocean giants in their habitats. His
images reflect respect and compassion for
animals and wilderness. His photographs strive
to dispel the myth of “dangerous” wildlife and
show harmonious interactions between man and
animal. Also, Amos is an explorer. He leads
wildlife photography expeditions with his
company BigAnimals.com.

Amos's photos and essays have appeared in
publications including National Geographic, Time,
Life, The New York Times, Explorers Journal,
Yachts,Condé Nast Traveler, Le Figaro, Terra
Sauvage, Airone, Der Spiegel, Unterwasser,
Explorer Journal and Fifty Fathoms. Amos's
photography won the Nikon contest. He is a two-

time winner in the animal behavioral category
of the BBC Wildlife Photographer of the Year
Award. In 2012 he placed first in the American
Photography Artist competition. In 2014 he
shared his vision “in the company of Ocean
Giants” at the prestigues Ted Talk to standing
ovation. 2018 first place SIPA competition.
In 2019, Amos saw the premier of the movie
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about his life and epic dive with Polar bear,
“Picture of his Life”. He also received the
International Seakeepers award, Men’s of
year, for his conservation, education and
exploration contribution for 40 years. As of
lately a CNN, interview with Cristian
Amanpouro about the movie,
Amos lives in Pacific Grove CA, USA. He
photographs with RED, cinema camera &
Nauticam housing. Nikon still camera and
Seacam housing and strobes.
Scott McReynolds is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.

Join Zoom Meeting
Password 112981
:
Phone
US: +13462487799,,92002608477# or +16699006833,,92002608477#
one-tap:
Meeting

https://guidewire.zoom.us/j/92002608477?pwd=OWc3amxBeStTZTJRSVdVUG85OGZXdz09&from=m

URL:
Meeting

sft
920 0260 8477

Past Meeting Recap
If you have been around the Central
Coast for a certain length of time, you
probably have a passing familiarity
with Save Our Shores. Don’t they
have something to do with boating?
Or is it the guys with the telescopes
watching the sea otters? In any case,
you know they are good guys. It was
good to hear from Katherine O’Dea,
the executive director for SOS for the
last five years, to tell us what exactly
they do, and how awesome they are.
The organization started in 1978 in
response to planned oil drilling off the coast. Memories of the horrendous 1969 Santa Barbara
oil spill were fresh in people’s minds. The city and county of Santa Cruz ponied up some
money that SOS used to hire its first paid executive, Dan Heeffee. With encouragement, 126
coastal communities passed ordinances to prohibit oil transfer infrastructure in their
jursidictions. It was enough to make the projects unfeasable.
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The next step was to join the push
for the formation of the marine
sanctuary. Local pols Sam Farr
and Leon Panetta were
instrumental in getting Congress to
establish the sanctuary in 1992.
Being an act of Congress, it
cannot be overturned by
presidential fiat, as has happened
recently to other protected areas.
Today they primarily serve the
counties of San Mateo, Sana Cruz,
Monterey, Santa Clara, and San
Benito (these last two don’t have
shores, but their watersheds effects ours). Their mission is, “To steward clean shores, healthy
habitats, and living waters and foster thriving marine ecosystems along the California central
coast through awreness, advocacy, and action.”
Clean Shores includes coming up with management plans for beaches, working with the
various agencies that have jursidiction. It includes beach clean-ups, and even identifying,
through “brand audits’, the producers of products that end up on the beaches to see if
packaging or usage can be re-thought. It includes education in the schools.
Healthy Habitats recognizes that
things like seaweed and shelllfish
have environmental benefits. They
would like to get away from
smashing purple urchins and
finding a better way to address the
issue. Maybe extracting them and
encouraging local chefs to come
up with dishes to utilize them. It is
restorative aquaculture, not
industrial aquaculture. It includes
getting volunteers to do restoration
work in conjunction with other
entities like governments and
universities.
Living waters wants to see bridges built between agronomists and local agriculture to develop
best practices on issues like curbing nitrate run-off. It is dealing with acidification and
warming, and resiliency as ocean levels rise.
These are some big goals, and to achieve them, O’Dea has a plan that includes awareness,
advocacy and action.
Awareness is fostered by the SOS Speakers Series, now via online on their new YouTube
channel. They also use social media (Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter) and their webpage,
which includes a climate portal, and virtual field trips and other cool stuff (saveourshores.org).
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There is the Waves & Wildlife photo contest. That, and other outreach events like information
tables at public events, are virtual this year. One of their awareness programs is Dockwalkers
that educates boaters on pollution prevention and even supplies them with oil leak “pillows’ to
help prevent the spread of leaking fuel and oil. The pandemic has brought changes to the way
Save Our Shores does things, but they have embraced the change to virtual and it may even
help spread the information to constituents not previously served.

Advocacy includes their efforts to change state and local laws concerning oil drilling, sand
mining, plastic pollution, and restorative aquaculture. They are part of the Protect the Pacific
Coaliton. Their fight to ban single-use amenities bottles in hotels was taken up by a legislator
and is now being presented as a state bill. A huge win for O’Dea was the imminent closure of
the sand mining operation in Marina. On the horizon… banning cruise ships in Monterey Bay.
Action encompasses beach clean-ups and Adopt-A-Beach (like the one the Sea Otters does
quarterly at San Carlos Beach). They mobilize thousands of volunteers and about 250 beach
clean-ups a year, including 65-80 on September’s
Beach Clean-Up Day, which netted 15 tons of
trash last year.
The organization is lean and mean, with only five
paid staffers. They receive about 40% of their
funding from individual donors, 25% from grants,
25% through government contracts, and 10%
through merchandise sales and corporate
sponsorships. If you would like to hear more,
their web page has a newsletter sign-up, and if
you like what you heard about the organization
and would like to support it financially, that can be
done at www.saveourshores.org as well.
Matt Denecour
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Safety First
Guidelines for Diabetes and Recreational Diving
Part One
Diabetes is a major chronic disease that affects millions of people worldwide with an
increasing trend. In the United States, more than 14% of adults are affected. Insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus (IDDM) affects up to half a million people of all ages, out of which 150,000
are younger than 19 years old. Many people continue to be productive members of the
community and pursue various interests and careers despite having diabetes. However, when
it comes to diving, the diving medicine community has long maintained the conservative
position that IDDM is an absolute contraindication for diving. Recognizing that a substantial
number of divers are diving successfully (either openly or surreptitiously) with diabetes in spite
of the restriction has led many to believe that it is time to acknowledge this fact and reexamine the position concerning diabetes in diving.
A workshop addressing the issues of diabetes and recreational diving was jointly sponsored by
the Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society (UHMS) and Divers Alert Network (DAN) on
June 19, 2005 in Las Vegas, Nevada. They brought together experts and interested parties
from within and beyond the international diving community. At the workshop, participants
reviewed the existing data, discussed concerns, and finally developed consensus guidelines to
address diabetes and recreational diving. The issues concerning professional diving require
future, separate deliberations.
The consensus guidelines were released with the clear statement that it is a set of guidelines,
not rules and with an understanding that various interest groups must have the flexibility to use
the guidelines as they best serve their community’s needs.
This consensus reflects a more inclusive approach and provides guidelines on how to
individually evaluate fitness to dive and how to keep it safe for those who qualify. Not
everybody with diabetes who wishes to dive will be able to do so; there are various conditions
and states of diabetes that would make diving with the condition too risky for divers and for
those diving with them.
The guidelines are designed for individual
divers who are primarily responsible for their
own health and safety. They should adhere to
these guidelines developed to improve their
protection and that of their dive partners. The
guidelines aim to also assist primary
physicians and diving physicians evaluating
and monitoring divers with diabetes. Other
divers should be aware of the guidelines too,
and be mindful of special considerations when
buddied or leading dives with divers with
diabetes.
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Individuals with diabetes who wish to dive must undergo the same medical fitness evaluation
as other candidates to ensure first, that no other exclusionary conditions (e.g., epilepsy,
pulmonary disease, heart disease, etc.) exist; and second, that there are no complications of
diabetes that may increase the risk of injury while diving.
They should be 18 years or older (≥16 years if in special training program), with a wellestablished treatment, well maintained plasma glucose level and the ability to sustain those
levels efficiently in the course of changing demands of daily activities. Candidates and divers
with diabetes have to undergo mandatory medical examination annually, and if over 40 years
old, they should be regularly evaluated for silent cardiovascular disease.
Next month: Diabetes, Part Two
Source: Divers Alert Network
Randy Phares, Safety Officer

Scheduled Club Dives
All times are for mandatory check-in – divers must be geared up for the briefing 30
minutes later.
Please RSVP for dives to dive coordinator or on MBSO Facebook page!!
Club Dive, Saturday, August 29th, 8:00 a.m. Coral Street, Pacific Grove
Dive Spot At A Glance
Location: In Pacific Grove, at
the intersection of Ocean View
Boulevard and Coral Street
Access and Entry: Park along
Ocean View Boulevard. There
are stone steps to the beach, but
no facilities. Kayaks may be
launched here, but not larger
boats.
Skill level: Intermediate or better
Depth: 10-50 feet
Visibility: Generally good, 15-30
feet
Photography: Good wide-angle
in rocky canyons and good fish
photography.
Hunting: Coral Street is located within the limits of the Pacific Grove Marine Gardens Fish
Refuge. No invertebrate may be taken in waters to a depth of 60 feet. There are no special
restrictions on fin fish. There are few fish worth spearing in Monterey Bay these days.
Hazards: Watch for strong currents, surge and surf. Conditions can change rapidly. This site is
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best dived at high tide to minimize crawling over slippery rocks. Very thick kelp in summer and
fall. (Ed. Maybe not so much kelp these days…)
Coral Street is a tiny little nook in the coastline that borders a rock and gravel beach. When the
south or west wind is up, the beach is free of surf, and entrees and exits are fairly easy due to
a small point to the north that provides moderate protection from a westerly swell. However,
the small cove is vulnerable to a northwesterly wind and swell of spring and summer.
The inshore bottom is comprised of boulders covered with palm kelp and, in a little deeper
water, coralline algae. The bottom is shallow for some distance, so divers normally follow the
channel running down the center of the cove to get to deeper water and to avoid crawling over
the rocks at low tide.
A bit farther out the bottom consists of a saw tooth pattern of ridges and channels that run
parallel to shore. Initially, the tops of the ridges are in about 10 feet of water and the bottoms in
15. As the depth increases the ridge tops come up to about 20 feet and the bottoms to 30 feet.
After one swims somewhat over 200 yards the ridges fall away to a sand-and-rocky-pinnacle
bottom with a maximum depth of 60 feet. There are numerous abalone and rock scallops way
back in crevices. These are protected by law, so look but don’t touch.
Inshore rocks are covered with numerous species of algae. Several species of brown algae
and thick carpets of red, coralline algae cover all of the rocks. Juvenile gamefish and other tiny
fish are abundant among the near shore rocks and algae. This is a great area for fish
watching.
Abundant invertebrate life is found in deeper water: colorful nudibranchs, sea cucumbers, and
sponges. The water is clearer here than most Monterey sites and underwater photographers
will enjoy capturing color on the rocky walls and canyons. This is a good spot to find monkeyfaced eels back in holes, and game fish is in plain view, as well as hiding back in holes.
Hunters are better off avoiding Monterey Bay these days. There is simply too much fishing
pressure from commercial and sport fishers for any fishery to last very long. Bring your camera
and enjoy photographing juvenile lingcod, cabezon, and an assortment of bottom-dwelling fish,
such as sculpins and greenlings. Winter is also a good time to photograph juvenile rockfish,
which school among the kelp or a passing gray whale
Strong, advanced divers sometimes swim all the way out to Chase Reef. However, it’s a long
swim and there is a lot of boat traffic these days. A better way to get to both Inner or Outer
Chase Reef is by kayak. A kayak is an ideal way to explore sites remote to the main entry and
get good views of both otters and passing whales.
RSVP if you are coming on the MBSO Facebook page or by email to
info@montereybayseaotters.org, and meet at the stairs at the right side of the beach.
California Diving News – Bruce Watkins
Bruce Watkins’ A Diver’s Guide to Monterey County, California is available for purchase here:
https://www.amazon.com/Divers-Guide-Monterey-County/dp/0986257206
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After-Work Dive, Friday, September 11th, 6:00 p.m. Otter Cove, Pacific Grove
This is a shallow site that doesn’t see 50 ft. until a long way out where the boulders give way to
a sandy bottom with rocky pinnacles and some kelp. The pinnacles are covered in
invertebrates and strawberry anemones and encrusting sponges are common. Small lingcod
and cabezons are in the crevices waiting to ambush a tasty snack, such as one of the
sculpins, gobies, or juvenile rockfish swimming around. While you are out there, look for bat
rays on the sandy bottom.
The prime entry point is at the
intersection of Ocean View
Blvd. and Siren Street. There is
a small parking lot and stone
stairs lead down to a stony
beach.
This is a site that often gets
overlooked and one can often
see more sea life than at other,
more dived sites. (from A
Diver’s Guide to Monterey
County, California by Bruce
Watkins)
RSVP if you are coming on the MBSO Facebook page or by email to
info@montereybayseaotters.org, and meet at the staircase.
General Guidelines for After Work & Night Dives: To participate in after work dives or night
dives, divers must carry a minimum of two lights, one main light and one marker light (usually
attached to the tank valve). The dive must be terminated if a person experiences a
malfunction of his/her light(s). That is why carrying three lights is strongly recommended so
that dive team can continue the dive if one diver’s light ceases to function. For everyone’s
diving pleasure, the club would like to thank all participants for adhering to these
recommendations for club dives.

Clean-Up Dive, Saturday, September 19th, 8:00 a.m. San Carlos Beach, Monterey
In 2009, the Monterey Bay Sea Otter’s Dive Club adopted San Carlos Beach within the
California Coastal Commission’s ‘Adopt a Beach’ program. We now organize quarterly beach
clean-ups that are both fun for divers and helpful to our environment.
It’s that time once again Sea Otters! We will be picking up debris on the topside of San Carlos
Beach as well as underwater along the Breakwater Wall. We want our adopted beach in tiptop shape. We will meet at 8:00 at the picnic tables that are close to the beach. Non-diver
guests are always welcome to join us because who doesn’t love a trash-free beach!
Peet’s Coffee in Monterey will graciously donate their delicious coffee for this event and there
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will be perfectly paired doughnuts provided by the MBSO club. All we have to do is hope for
sunshine and a calm sea, which would make this a perfect dive day.
Please bring a knife to cut fishing line
and a goodie-bag to put your trashy
collections in. If you don’t have a
goodie-bag, the club has some that we
will happily loan out.
We hope that you will join us in
cleaning our beautiful adopted beach.
All times are for mandatory check-in divers must be geared up for the
briefing 30 minutes later.

Please RSVP for dives to dive
coordinator or on MBSO Facebook
page!! RSVP if you are coming on the MBSO Facebook page or by email to
info@montereybayseaotters.org, and meet at the stairs at the picnic tables above the beach.

Thanks to Melanie for taking over this important club function, and many kudos to
outgoing Coordinator, Tara, for her years of commitment!

Members Appreciation Picnic and Dive, Saturday, September 26th, 8:00 a.m. Lovers
Point Cove, Pacific Grove
The Monterey Bay Sea Otters dive club will hold its annual Membership Appreciation BBQ and
Dive on Saturday, September 26th. This is a fun event for new and old divers and their families
to come together and enjoy both the topside and underwater environments at Lovers Point.
Due to COVID restrictions, this year’s event will be a dive, followed by a BYOB picnic. We will
practice appropriate social distancing and will not be providing, or sharing, food or drinks.
Although the pandemic is changing our plans, we hope to be able to gather on a more limited
basis and enjoy a nice dive and some nice company in a safe outdoors setting.
RSVP if you are coming on the MBSO Facebook page or by email to
info@montereybayseaotters.org, and meet at the swan boat near the upper parking lot.
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Previous Dives
Club Dive, July 25, Copper Roof House

The houses on Scenic Drive in
Carmel are a bit spendy. Heck,
even the public bathroom cost
over a million dollars (after the
lawsuits local residents brought).
Lately, persnickety locals have
been trying to ban beach
bonfires. So far, though, divers
seem to be accepted, and if you
are lucky enough to snag one of
the few parking spots near the
staircase, you can stroll down to
what is arguably the prettiest
beach in the area and hop in the
water.
V.P. Tom Hubbard, Newsletter Editor Matt Denecour, Mark Go, Dive Coordinator David Moore, Jake
Miramontez, and Nathan and Sarah Brock did just that. Intrepid Safety Officer Randy Phares manned
the topside, and President Mark even did a quick drive by (thought we didn’t see you, didn’t you!?).
The tide was low, which is not ideal here, but the swell was minimal and it was a beautiful day on the
sugar-white sand strand.
Matt, Tom, Nathan and
Sarah decided to head NE
along the kelp line before
heading up the notch in the
kelp, while team David,
Jake, and Mark surface
swam 30 minutes through
the kelp on a NW bearing
before dropping down. The
first team maxed out at 30
ft. depth and never saw
visibility much past 10 feet.
There was a bit of surge,
setting up a vertigoinducing kelp dance. The
second team hit 51 feet and
had visibility of 45 feet at
depth!
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Both teams agreed that there were a ton of fish out there! The
kelp is in really good shape and there were big fish, medium
fish, small fish, all the way down to krill. Two spear-fishing
divers came back with some big lingcod.
At their end of the dive, Sarah asked if we were doing a
second dive. Huh, why do we usually only do one dive? I
wish that I had brought another tank – maybe next time? We
are really lucky to have such great dive sites in our backyard.
If you haven’t been on a Sea Otters dive lately, you should
come out. Remember, if you lived in Kansas, you wouldn’t
be able to do this at all. Do it for those poor saps…
Matt Denecour

Other Dive Related Opportunities
Sometimes it’s nice to splash in a new, exciting destination. Due to the Coronavirus situation,
please verify these dates and destinations with the organizational sponsor.

Bamboo Reef
Turks and Caicos November 7-14
Backscatter
Cocos Island August 31-September 11
Macro Workshop Lembeh September 16-26
Fiji November 14-24
Lightroom Immersion Workshop Little Cayman November 28-December 5, December 5-12
Solomon Islands September 7-21
See our business sponsors page for contact info!

Classes
Aquarius Dive Shop www.aquariusdivers.com
We can arrange classes for practically any PADI specialty to suit your requirements. Please call
(831) 375-1933 for more information.
Bamboo Reef www.bambooreef.com
Open Water Class usually begins the third Tuesday of the month. Bamboo Reef welcomes
arrangements for one-on-one instruction. In addition, any specialty or advanced course can be
set up with a minimum of two divers. Please call (831) 372-1685 for more information.
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CSUMB – NAUI certification and classes.
Cannery Row Aquatics www.canneryrowaquatics.com
This is the business now open where Breakwater Scuba used to be. Check their website for
more information.

Membership
The MONTEREY BAY SEA OTTERS
•
•
•
•
•

Promote diving for education and pleasure, under observation of the highest safety
standards.
Provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and information, education, and training.
Strongly encourage continuing education, environmental conservation, good
sportsmanship, and cooperation with all other users of the marine environment.
Provide a network of dive buddies who believe in the ideals of this club.
Please follow link to the club website for more information or email:
info@montereybayseaotters.org

MBSO Club Dive Guidance
The Monterey Bay Sea Otters dive club welcomes all certified divers to join club dives. For the
diving pleasure of all participants, divers shall adhere to the following recommendations set forth
by the club:
A diver may participate as a guest for one dive, after which they are encouraged to officially join
the club and pay the yearly dues. If a diver has not participated in a cold-water dive during the
past 6 months or exhibits irresponsible or unsafe behavior, the Beach Marshal may exclude
them from the club dive and refer the diver to a local dive shop for an equipment check and
refresher course.
Attendance at the dive briefing is mandatory for participants.
All club dives will also be posted on our Facebook page and also a reminder email with more
details will be sent out a few days before the dive. Please note that in order to better prepare
for these dives, we kindly ask that if you are in fact planning on attending a club dive, let us know
prior to the dive. We would like to encourage divers to bring along a mesh bag to club dives, in
order to assist in collecting any trash found in the ocean.
If we have to change dive location or cancel a dive, the Dive Coordinators (Corey Penrose and
David Moore) will send out an email to all club members and the divers/guests, who already
contacted them.
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General Guidelines For After Work & Night Dives:
To participate in after work dives or night dives, divers must carry a minimum of two lights: one
main light and a back-up light. In addition, divers should attach a colored marker light to their
tank valve. Be sure to check your batteries before you arrive.
For everyone’s diving pleasure the club would like to thank all participants for adhering to these
recommendations for club dives.

Editor’s Note
The Otter Limits arrives just in time to get you excited for our monthly meeting and remind you
of our upcoming dives. In an attempt to provide a steady publication date, all material, and
reports, need to be submitted to the editor no later than the 3rd Wednesday of each month for
publication. Any SCUBA related articles are welcomed and appreciated and will be included as
space allows. Any high-quality underwater pictures are appreciated. Please email to
newslettereditor@montereybayseaotters.org.
The newsletter has a section for member-led events. If you have an idea, please submit it to a
board member for inclusion.

Other Events
These events are not hosted or sponsored by the Monterey Bay Sea Otters.
Old neoprene
Is your old wetsuit or neoprene drysuit not doing its job anymore? Bring it to Adam at Bamboo
Reef for recycling. You will keep it out of the landfill and your old neoprene will become a nice
yoga mat.

Urchins!
Do you want to find out what is being done about the urchin infestation? Sign-up with the
Giant Kelp Restoration project for the newsletter at G2kr.com. You can sign up as a volunteer
diver as well.
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Board of Directors - 2020
PRESIDENT

Mark Holman

president@montereybayseaotters.org

VICE PRESIDENT

Tom Hubbard

vicepresident@montereybayseaotters.org

ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR

Scott McReynolds

activitiesdirector@montereybayseaotters.org

CO-DIVE COORDINATOR

Corey Penrose

divecoordinator@montereybayseaotters.org

CO-DIVE COORDINATOR

David Moore

SECRETARY

Kris Paulsen

secretary@montereybayseaotters.org

TREASURER

Walan Chang

treasurer@montereybayseaotters.org

SAFETY OFFICER

Randy Phares

safetyofficer@montereybayseaotters.org

NEWSLETTER EDITOR

Matthew Denecour

newslettereditor@montereybayseaotters.org

http://montereybayseaotters.org/ Webmaster – Corey Penrose

There’s more… keep scrolling!
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Facebook

Local Sponsors
Free air fills to club members. Limit 2 per day.
10% discount on merchandise

Phone: (831) 375-1933
Dive Conditions Line: (831) 657-1020
Free air fills to club members. 20% discount on gear
servicing

Kindly donating coffee for the MBSO beach clean-ups
Call for special MBSO pricing

See you next month, Sea Otters!
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